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As a contribution to the IW study on guided weapons, this report 
deals with pressure plctilng results cn an atisynlmetr~c bcQ and two verj~ 
slender wings (aspect rat108 0.83 and 0.31) tested in isolation and 8s 
wing-body oomblnatxons. The tests wbch were made in the ARA superscnx 
wind tunnel were at hnach numbers 1.7, 2.0 and 2.0 rind inclaence angles 
from 0' to 43'. Full prcssuro measurements 8x-e presente& graphically in 
Part II of this report which nay be obtained on request to ARA. 

By suitably integratxne the pressure coefficients It hns buen 
possible to uolnte the contrzbut~ons to the overall normal force lnede by 
the wing upper surface, wane lower surface, forebody, cylu&wal body and 
the mutual ruing-body u&rference. Each item has been compared with 
theoretical and empirical protiction methods currently availnble. 
Slgnifxent differences between theory and practice were &~scovored, 
partxularly for the most slender wing, at high pitch an&es. 

The main features which have been brought to light in this study 
En-e as follows. The vortex uulucod ldt on the wing upper surface continues 
up to very high incldances eapec~ally on the most slender wzng, with much 
bqher suctuxu than had been predicted. Iiew values of k, the luniting 
suction level, are proposed and an empirical formula relating the upper 
surface normal force to Mach number, lea&n& edge sweep angle and pltch angle 
is suggested for the range of these particular wings. The ,VUIZ lower 
surface normal force is well predicted for the less slender configuration by 
Collingbourne - Ref.2 - but 18 underestimated for the more slender nine. 
A mctificatxon is proposed to allow for this. 

Body Interference on the wing falls off rapidly above about IO' to 
virtually 2.~~2-0 at 250 ~IXA.~NIC~, 

There ia no loss of non-linear lift on the bcqV due to the presence 
of the wings. 
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1. Introduction 

. The study of slender wmg body conf'lgurations for guded weapons 
has called for comprehensive theoretloal and experuwntal studies over an 
extended range of flight conditions and geometrrc parameters. These shaer 
Conflguratlons are required to develop lxft at hgh angles of znc~dence where 
non-lmear effects such as wu-~g vortex lift are sigruficant. A large amount 
of force data has been made ave~lable from the generaLsed RAS study on 
guded weapons, Ref.1, and various empirxal working rules have been proposed 
for the overall forces on wrng body combinations. 

An empirical theory for the isolated wug nox~~sl force has been 
proposed by Collzngbourne (Ref.2) and the or&nal purpose of the work in the 
present Report was to verify, by pressure plottmg, Collingbourne's predxtuns 
for the upper surface normal force on these wings in xsolatlon. Aspects of 
particular Interest were the degree of upper surface suction which could be 
develope< at very h2.gn incidence, the eastence or othernlse of 8 wxng vortex 
contrlbuxzon to normal force when the lea&n8 cage normal Xacb number exceeded 
uluty and the modxflcations uposed when the wug was attached to an 
og~ve-cyluder body. In order to cover the Luitlng contituns of 
Col~ngbourne's theory, tivo afferent rilng sTJeeps ,%'el~ used COrreSpOding $0 
!+kng I (7d.P) and ikng 8 (85.5') of the RAE ~8~1~s. Full pressure coverage 
of the pressure szde of the wing was 21~0 obtsued from uwerted tests to 
provide further checks ath ColLngbourne's theory for lower surface normal 
force on wulgs. Data obtaued vath and without a body also provldeed 
body-on-ivug, and Tang-on-body uterference factors whuh could be compared 
'iilth slender body and other theones in Ref.10 (Nielsen). The derzvatxon 

. of Interference factors at very kugh ~ncldence was orlg~nally precluded by 
the lack of' avalable data on o&ve cylinder-bodies. Adbtional tests were 
made on the nose-bo@ comblnatxon to deterrmne normal forces for xncldences 
greater than 250. 

In addition to the derived aerodynamxc force data, the detaled 
pressure distributions in Part II provide the basx data for readers who 
msh to make theu own analyas of the aerodyneaics, and load and stressing 
information for design offices. 

As a simplified means of obt,aang a quahtatlve picture of the wing 
vortxes a lirmted series of photographs were taken using the vapour screen 
technique. 

2. Exoerlmental Details 

The wrud tunnel tests were oonpleted in December, 1968. Two wings, 
(Wing 1 and ~ng 8 of the RAE sex~es, aspect ratios 0.83 and 0.31 respectively) 
have been tested both m isolation and mounted on the pressure plotted body 
Bl,(Pig.la). T?ing 4 hae 26 pressure tapplngs on one surface of one wing and 
Wing 8 has 30 tappIngs. Figure lb shows the tube positions on the wings and 
boay and the followzag table gves detals of the Mach numbers and lncldence 
angles of the tests. 

GONFIG.NO./ 



BrId axe ac,curate for au teats on tile m.ng/aody COmOlnatlOnS. ,iOWBYel- 
the stag support for tiic vnny done cases was more flexible and &flection 
calibrations mdlcateri a small uxrease m incidence angle w&r load for 
rhng 8. wing 1, having a larger planform area, defkctea consderably more 
(up to 2' at the iughest angles). 'ibs couldbe seen froin schlmren 
photographs and measdred angles agreed quite well with calculated 2efleotions. 
Unlike 'dug 8, Xpg 1 was tested wthout a strengtiiming spine (IQ.la) and 
the a?ex was seen to bend at the hqhest angles of attack. 3y this stage, 
however, the shocks from the tunnel support system were interfering mth the 
flow over the rear of the rnne so that the pressure measurenents were 
mnval.J-a. 
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Twc quadrants of the body were pressure plotted and so dupluate 
infcmtlcn was obtaued from the model upright and inverted tests cp the 
parallel section. (The forebody pressures were net reooraed UI the Presence 
of the wings). 

The pressures were measured by a stepping scdvalve system having 
the ability tc stop on each tube and allow the pressure tc &tie before 
reooriing the level. The scanz~valves were situated outsiti the tunnel 
and connections made by flenble tubmg. A continuously operatug vacuum 
PUmP W&s connected to one port of each scaruvalve by a very short length of 
tubl% to act 8s a check on the accuracy of the scsnivalve at vwxum conditions 
and provlae & low level datum. The absolute pressure in ?;hls lue w&s 
measured by B NcLeod gauge as 0.1 mm of mercury. The sce.nivalve measured 
tLs 88 vacuum wlthn an experuxental accuracy of kO.5 mm Hg (0.02"). Tire 
exercise conf-lrmed that the very low pressdres of the order of 3 r,m Kg (O-12"), 
moasured on the upper surf-ace of the MU@, were correct to the above 
accuracy. Repeat test results were xn very close agreement w.th the original 
even when asymmetrxc vortex shedding was apparent. 

The Mach number 1.7 was oiilltted from the later tests after e. 
prelidnar~ lnvestlgatlon had shown that these results &d not cover the main 
reglcn Of Interest. 

Vapour screen photographs showing the flow pattern above two of 
the ccnf~gurat~ons at about 2/3 wing root chord are presented in Flgs.1~ and a. 
it w'ias noted visually thaz the pattern of behaviour of the vortwes with 
mc~.dence varied lxttle wLth Kach number. Consu3er~ng iQg.lc, on the wing 
alone at 100, two cu-oular vortxes hat1 formed curlmg from the lead.xng edge. 
With increase of udxlence, the shape deepened to oval at 15' and became pear 
shpeci at 170. By 18' one vortex had stretched mcx-e than tne otner and. then 
the tip detached forrmng EL third vortex above the other two. Thus left the 
vortex cn the opposite side taller then the first one. In turn Its t1p 
detached forming a fourth vortex. Thxs process repeated Itself wrth increase 
of lnClriB~?Oe untdby 28' a faaily of staggered voriices could be seen. At 
incldences above 15" the eastence of swcng shock wave8 on the exPan&.ng flow 
around the vortxes IS noted. At higner angles the vortloes coalesced Into 
* large region of separatea flow. For the wLng-body comblnatlons, Flg.ld, 
the vortex pattern remaned symmetrzcal throughout the u~~dence range. 

3. Presentat~cn of Pressure Data 

In Part II, spanwue pressure distr~butwns for the wing alone 
ana 3.n the presence of the body are plotted m Plgs.2, 3, 4 and 5 for >iing 8 
upper surface, wing a bier surface, mng I uppe~ surfaoe 4 mg I lower 
surface respectively. Normnal values of a are quoted but the xolated 
wings were at shghtly tigher angles due to sting bendng. The d.eflectlon 
varied with M, a and planform, a typical value bexng 2.2' at %cunal= 30°, M = 2.8 

for Yrlng 1, and 0.P for Wing 8. Corrected pitch engles are used ath the 
integrated results. 

The effects of the two pnngs on the body can be seen in %s.6a,b. 
The two sets of reslilis for the b&y m the Presence of Vl1ng 1 were obteuxd 
from the upright and inverted tests. For Rng 8, tkrce sets of results We 
avail&le but these were SC smdar that only a mean ValUC has been Plotted. 
In mgs.6~ &na a the three rows of pre3ssures on the forebody are Plotted 
separately slnoe they were measured at & later stage. 

SCJDle/ 
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Some information has been omitted at the hibhest incidencea where 
it ~88 obvious that support interference ~8s talung place. 

A typical example of each Figure is included in Part I. 

3.1 Integrations 

Areas were allocated to oath pressure point and Cp x area integrated 
nllmerica1ly. The boundaries of the areas were rmdway between adjacent tubes 
where possible. In the absence of a better estimate on the wings, the 
outermost pressure on each spanwise row was assumed to act up to the leading 
ea.@. 

A check on the vnlitity of the method of integratmn has been 
made by plotting along generators from apex to trailing ed@. The profiles 
were so flat that integratmn graphically along the generators would not 
improve the estimates made by area weightmg. The man region of doubt, 
whatever the integratmn method is the forward outboard mea mhere the mngs 
were too thin to metal1 tubes. If the spanwise prorile in this region were 
assumed 'cc be the same as on the rear part of the wmg, the 'wing alone' 
integrations could be mcreased stightly and the 'wing in presence of the 
body' integratums could be reduced; The changes uvrolved would be too 
sad1 to affect the arguments put forward in the later sections of this note 
and the essumptmn of spanmse slrmlarity (colucal flow) 1s not necessarily 
valid on the chamfered npex. 

4. Upper Surface Non-Iuwar Normal Force 

The upper surface pressures from the wing alone tests heve been 
integrated and CN for each of Wings 1 and 8 is plotted against incidence 

u 
(corrected for deflections) in Pig.7. The results are compared with 
Collingbourn~stheory of Ref.2 in thu fqure and agsln in parametric form 
in mg.8. 

Collingbourne splats the upper surface normal force into the 
tinear ana nOn-linear 00mp0nOnts 38 f0110ws. 

CN ,a a +bua 
2 where a is the luwar theory lift cur-m slope. 

u 2 

He further postulates that 

bU = (bujh + ('& 

where (bu)h a2 is defined as the hypersonic component (because it tends to 

a hypersonic bait) and (bu)h equals -Y(h)= 

3= * 
It can be eeen from the data 

plotted in Flgs.7 end 8 that the value of 0.7 for k = [~-Cpw$-CpvAc)] 

proposedin Ref.2 1s greatly exceeddin practice. Minimum values of k at 
the three test Mach numbers were measured e.a:- 

I! 1.7 2.0 2.8 

k 0.83 0.86 0.91 
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It was not possible to disc rirmnate between the values of k measured on 
these $5~0 slender wings so the values given above were used for all the 
calculations on the ABA results. However when comparing these results with 
other data in Fig.9, it would seem that wing planform might have considerable 
influence on the value of k. Collingbourne used a constant value of 0.7 
c~r~espondi~~g to the bgh Kach nuber range of Relf's3 curve. Tfris curve, 
shown in Fig.9, was proposed as an upper tit in 1953 as a result of an 
analysis of very early data on what were presumably low smeep wugs. More 
recent data taken from current non-slender confqwations tested at ARA 1.3 
in close agreement with Relf's curve in the transonic region. However the 
two poxts which l.w above the cul?re indxate a higher transonx bunting 
boundaary. In the light of thLs xt would seem reasonable to accept that 
s5rmlsr high limits mill ooour on very slender configurations at supersonic 
free stream Mach numbers whilst transoms leadzn~ edge Nlach numbers still 
e2ust. The broken 1;Lne in F1g.9 is therefore recommended for applxatlon 
co slender wings. 

The remaining non-linear component of the upper surface normal 
force IS plotted agaust a in Fq.10. The vortex term was isolated from the 
experunental data as follows:- 

(b,& a2 = CK - "a - (bu)h a* 
u 2 

1 8 

a 

2.0 1 .I1 0.465 

2.8 1.02 0.445 

The linear term 'a' Lsted in the table was obtaIned from Fig.3 of Ref.2 and. 
(bu)h from the expression above and k experimental. For comparuon the 

'theoretical' vortex term from Fq.4 of Ref.2 1s shovn mdzvldually andin 
combination with the hypersonx term calcula7;ed usug fxstly k experunental 
and secondly k = 0.7. 
against 

In Fig.?? experuental values of (bu)v are plotted. 

i (i& =,(hcccs A) +(hla) which 1s a convenient approwmation to the 

Nach number normal to the leading edge for very slender Ungs. Superimposea 
IS the empuical curve taken from Zig.4 of Ref.2. It appears in the light 
of tLus new mnformation that ColAngbourne's extrapolctzon to (bu)v = 0 at 

($)s = 1.2 is not valid. The value of (CT), at which (bu)v becomes eero 

depends on vvlng planform. For the least slender wing the vortex term has 
vutually duappeared by (FL), = 1.6 but for the most slender vslng It 1s still 

a slgufuant ter;o at the end point of the test range. 

Mangler/ 
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Mangler and Smith (Ref.&) give (bU)Y zz 4 h w en a tan A = 0 which infers 

a = 0 for these wings. 
which (!$$s IS subsonic, 

Assuming thu limit holds for compressible flows in 
the end points for each set of data in Fig.11 have 

been fitted at ($). = M ccs A. ir'bilst this procedure tidies up the ends of 

the curves in Flg.13 it does not lend itself to formulating en empirxcal law. 
It must be remembered that the accuracy of the experimental data 1s worst et 
low a and (bU)Y plays a very small part in the overall nonr.el force on the 

wing. It is proposed, therefore2 that Collingbourne's ourve be retained for 
estmmtmg the vortex term llhen (h$)s < 2/3. 

It 1s for higher values of (zN), that (bU)v becomes of mere 

sigrnflcant interest and in this region an empirical law has been fitted to 
the experunental data for the range of win,: sweep and K:och nursber at present 
under ducussion. 

loglo (b,& = 2.4 M cot A [I - 1.5 ($)s] 

It can be seen in Fig.12 that elthougb the straight line fits from this 
equatun do not tend to the proper U-its, they agree more closely with the 
experimental data than did Colllngbourne's t&cry. The emprical expression 
should give reasonable accuracy for prebotions of the vortex term for values 
of- off) s in excess of 2/j end (bU)Y less than uxnty. 

5. Lower Surface Non-Linear Normal Force 

For wings with shock detached, Collingbourne postulates that 

= a sin a ccs a + b 
P, 

s1n2 a 
2 

where b& is the lower surface normal force coeffuient at 90" incidence in a 

stream of Mach number $ = ; IL2 cos2 A+ M2 sin2 a ml2 A. ~~00011 and Coda, 

Ref.5, obtauvd the expression 

bq = 0.9054 Cp 
0.1092 

- - for a circular plate -2 
s y% 

where C 
ps 

1s the pitot pressure coefflclent corresponding to I$, Fig.14. 

In Fig.1 3, the experimental zntegrnted pressures are compared with 
CN calculated from the above expressions and experimentally derived values 

‘5 
of be have been plotted in Fig.14. The Wing 1 results e~ree very closely 

with the reconunended theory for FL{ > 1 but for subsoluc normal Mach numbers 

the experimental values of bC do not confirm the tendency to level off as 

did the experimental results of Ref.6. The very slender wing (Uilng 8) 
results lie on a higher curve of the same fern as the theoretical line. It 
is, III fact, much closer to the C 

ps 
curve, probably xdxsting a planform 

influence o-n the original expresslcn for be. 
6./ 
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6. Total Normal Force for Wings 

Ortell (Ref.7) proposes the equation 

% = *cc+0 d 
sin' a 

c 

for the normal force on a low aspect ratlo wing where cd , the circular 
0 

cylinder drag coeffuient is the same for all wugs. Thu is plotted against 
M an a m Flg.15. He compared thu predxtion xath a considerable amount 
of experimental data for delta wings and evolved a correction factor 

btestP~~preJ 
to be applied to values calculated by the above formula. 

The oorrelatlng parameters used by Ortellare p tan E the usual supersonic 
linear theory slrmler~ty parameter and ,8 tan a which accounts for the effect 
of leadug-edge shock detachment which occurs at fauly low angles of attaok 
for highly swept wings. This correction factor is plotted against 
(a tanE ) (p tan a) in Fig.16 end the open symbols show the result of 
divlding the normal force data from thu test aerles by Ortell's predicted 
values. The closed symbols will be ducussed m the next seotun. 

Two methods have now been considered for predicting the total 
wing normal force. Ortell's predictun together wxth his conwd.on factor, 
and Collingbourne's method discussed earlier. These two methods are compared 
with the experimental data in F1g.17. On the whole, Ortell's predxtion is 
closer to the experimental results except at the highest Mach number and 
incidence on the most slender wing. 

7. Mutual Interference between Wing and BoQ 

7.1 Comparucn with balance measurements 

From the pressures recorded on the wing/body combinations the 
wing normal force has been mtegrated. The body pressures have been 
integrated to provde normal forces approprute tc the particular compallscns 
being made. For comparrscn with the experimental force deta lntegratlon 
stopped at the plane of the mmg tralhng edge. For comparison with theorietl 
the carry-over fields of influence appropriate to the partloular theory have 
been used, as indicated xi? Fig.18. To compare the total result with 
balance measurements on a amilar model w1t.h a truncated body (Ref.8) It ~88 
necessary to estimate the normal force on the nose. This was taken from 
Ref.9 whxh agreed very closely with integrated pressures on the forebody of 
the body alone. The comparxsons shown in Fig.19 for the complete model 
between the sold and chsan dotted Lnes show closer agreement for Wing 8 
than wng 1 over the limitea lncldence range of the force tests. 1nthu 
flyre the body cross-sectuxal area has been used as reference. In all 
subsequent figures and discussion on wing/body interference the relevant 
wing *r-e* 1s used. 

7.2 Theoretical Methods 

Until now most of the experimental data on slender wU+!/body 
oombinatuns have been overall forces and moments at incidence angles below 
25'. It may have been fortutous that the overall theoretical estimates 

have/ 
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have agreed tolerably well with experunental data in this range. 
incidence angles agreement would not have been so good. 

At larger 
It has alxwdy 

been shown that the mug alone estlnates a-e not very accurate and It ~~11 
be demonstrated that ivhhen separated out, the theoretical values for the 
interference of the body on the vilng do not agree with expelunental data 
especially at hr~gh angles of attack. 

Integrated pressure results for the w=ngs tested with and without 
the body are compared IX Flg.20. There appears to be some interference 
from the body at low ~nc~der.ce (more so at M = 2.0 than A, = 2.8) but above 
ZOO this has virtually dzsappeared in all cases. The low incuience 
slender body theory and upnash theory interference factors for the body on 
these wings taken from Ref.10 we giwn in the following table where 
c 
'%(B) = K~~(B)cN,i~' 

Slen&i- body theory K, v'i(B) Upwash tneory I</,(s) 

1 1.1617 
8 1.3493 

cN calcula~& from each of these two theories, usug experunental 
n(a) 

results for c 
XT{ 

1s also pi0dea m Fig.20. Below IO0 of incdence, agreement 

between slender body I+&;, and CNv,(B) (exp't) is tolerably good, but at 

iugher angles tne dzscrepancy is so great t:hat It 1s obvious that other 
factors neea to be cons1aerea. The mn~erference of a forebody on zhe vilngs 
is discussed elsewhere, but It 1s relevant to note that although only results 
up to 230 of incdenoe are given It IS clear that this ter;l 1.8 negative and 
rapdly increasing m nagnitude mth ~ncxdence. At hi = 2.0, a = 230, this 
quantity is equvslent toa AC,, of -0.03 for wng , and -0.08 for ~;ia.ng 8. 

iv 
At present, there 1s no theoretxal expression to account for the rest of the 
ducrepancy between the slender bdy theory curves and the e~er~mental 
curves in Fig.20 at. tigh incidence values. It 1s stated in Ref.10 that the 
unwash theorr IS not recomnended. By &~vdui: the exwnmental values of * 
C 
% a 'i 

by C, , an experunental interference faowx K' 
if 

7 a) i 
has been roun6 

for each data point. Thx u plotted against incdence at the bottom of 
Fzg.21. Also in this flcre the oontnbutlons to I<' ?l( 9) from the two 

surfaces of the wing are separated and It can be seen that where uiterference 
due to the body ensts it 1s picked up on the upper surface of the wing. 
It should be remembered that the acouraoy 1s least at the lowest lncldence 
values. 

The theoretlcalinte~erence term on the body due to the wings is 
confirmed by the experimental results. The normal force on that pert of the 
body shaded m Fig.18 is made up of a term due to the bow itself and a body 
interference term due to the wing. 

There/ 
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There are varlcus uieas concerning the loss of' lift on the body 
when the wulgs *IT present. Colkngbourne IL-J another reference suggests 
that tne non-linear component of the normal force on the body between the 
W'LII@ IS cancelled. Roe and Osborne when dealing with not so sleuier 

wings subtract x body non-linear normal force. Nhere 'B(W) 

is the planform area of the body between the wmgs and SN is the planform 

area of the nose section. However, following the practux of Ogle8 1n 
derlvux$. a theoretxal estuate to compare 171th the experlmentel data in 
thu note, the f'ull luxar and non-lmear terms are mcluded. 

A 'quasl tneoretlcal' value of the normal force on the part of the 
body in questun, m thxs case the snaded area of Pig.18, is the suoi of two 
terms. The first term is the normal force messwed Ln xhe body alone tests 
rmd the second term, due to Wang uterference, is : 53( ")%y A coinparison 

between thz estunate and the experimental results for the boQ in the 
presence of each of the wings 1s given in Flg.22 and shows good agreement 
1n most cases. Values of SC",) for slender body theory and values quoted 

in Ref.10 ue listed below. By subtracting the 'body alone' normel force 
from the experuuental 'body in the presence of vrmgs' normal force and a-Lviaing 

by 'N. u", 
a mean experxxental value for E('B(l/,) has been obtauxd and this 1s 

uxluded m the table. 

Kn( w ) Slender body theory Ref.10 
K'n( IT) 

Experunental 

wing 1 M = 2.0 0.2783 0.246 0.303 

M II = 2.8 0.232 0.260 

wing 8 E = 2.0 0.6107 0.581 o-779 

M = 2.8 1, 0.565 0.596 

7.3 Empirical methods 

Several different emp~ncal methods for the estuaation of the 
normal force on wmg-body oombuxtuns have been collated elsewhere. some 
cl' these methods infer loss of body non-linear lxft and for reasons glvan 
above are not ducussed here. However, one method which will be referred 
to as the '3npu~.cal Method' seems to fit the current results well. It 
assumes that the're is no cancellation of body non-l.uear lift, and $(I1) 

retains the theoretlosl value given in Ref.10 but Y S(B) 
vam.es wzth M sm a. 

lwhen the cress flow Mach number exceeds 0.4, $(B) is changed by compressibility 

effects to K',!,(B). The empirical expression w  is plotted sgalnst 
IB 
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M ain a in Fig.23, where K' 
W(B) 

is the experimental value discussed in 

7*2 and $(B) is the low incidence value from 8hIder body theoly. 

Information from similar models to those tested hare has been collected and. 
the solid line is the emp~rxal fit to thu data. The ourrent information 
fits remarkably well with less scatter than the data used in derinng the 
empuicd curve. This method assumes that the body cross flow Mach number 
approaches unity when M sin a = 0.4. The surface Mach number dutribution 
is then assumed to be frozen untllM sin a reaches unity. Figure 24 
shows the slrmlarity of this empirical method to the current results, wboh 
is especially close for MAg 1. 

Ox-tell (Ref.7) predicts the normd force of wn&/'body combznatlona 
from a theoretxal equation rather than basing It on experunental vnng alone 
value 8. HIS expression is:- 

where %(B) *d %(u\) are the alender body uterference factors, SB is the 

body oross-sectional area and SPLAN aa the planform area of the w~ng/body 

combination. cd is obtiuned from Fig.15 as in the wug alone oaloulationa. 

The oorrectlon fa:tor ( CN,.,, )/( CNp,,,) taken from Fig.16 is applied 

to c 
NT 

and the overall result ia shown in Flg.25. For ILng 1 the agreement 

with experimental results is excellent throughout the xd.dence range. For 
Wing 8 there ia a I&$ discrepancy at a = 40°. The current results for the 
wing/body combuatvxw ratloed to Ortell's prediction are plotted against 
(,9 tan E) (,9 tan a) 8s solid symbols in Fq.16. These points are oloeer to 
the empirical curve than were the wing alone results discussed earlax. 

Returning to Fig.25, the C 
NW(B) 

ourYBB are those of Figs.20 and 24 

repeated. The C 
NB(d 

ourves fmm Ylg.22 have been included for Wing I 

(Fig.25bj but ormtted from Fig.25a (bing 8) for clarity. CN- 
dB) 

+ CN 
B(W) 

is 8 simple addition of these two ouryes for the various methods. It is, 
in faot, the nonad force on the wing and that part of the body influenced 
by the wing. This should not be confused with the normal force on a 
complete model with forebody hanng the trailing edge of the body in line 
with the wing trailing edge - this was dealt with in Fig.19. 

It appears from 3ig.25 that slender body and upwash theory 
predictions exceed the experimental values by an amount whuh =ncreases 
rapdly with incidence. Ortell's prediction is olose to the experimental 
result for Win& 1 but for Wing 8, the prediction 1s as far below the experimental 
result aa the slender theory is above It. The most consistently reliable 
prediation is @"en by 'the Empirical Method' referred to at the beginning 
of this section, 7.3. 

A/ 
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A single data point (E = 2.8, a = 20') has beea onosen for the 
Wing 8 on the baQ configuration to illustrate the way in which a theoretical 
estimate may have been made for comparison with balance measurements before 
the current pressure plotting results were available. Although the total 
agrees wth the balance measurement to wlthzn &, comparison with the 
integrated pressure results for the ~nd-Lvxdual component parts showslarge 
discrepancies. Figure 26 helps to summn~se the flntings of thu report 
and three points should be noted m connection with thu f~.gure. The 
wmg-on body Interference term 1s larger for the u&grated pressures than 
for the theoretloal estimate simply because the wing normal force is larger. 
The term marked "parallel body" on the right-hand side of Fig.26 has been 
reduced by varying amounts by different authors to sut the theories concerning 
cancellation of body non-hnear lU?t caused by the presence of the wxng. 
A reduction of thu term by I& would convenxntly make the overall 
prediction agree wzth the balance measurement III this partxular example. 
If the value for body on wing interference obtaued from 'the Empuical 
Method' is substituted for the slender body value, the overall estimate is 
reduced by $ and makes the total CN Q0 smaller than the balance measurement. 

8. CO*OlUSlO*S 

By utegratzng pressure measurements made on a body and two slender 
wings tested separately and in combination it has been posslble to isolate 
the contrlbutlons to the overall normal force made by each panel surface 
and by mutual Interference. Each term has been compared with home theoretloe.1 
and empznoal predxtlon methods currently avalable. 

The wug upper surface normal force 1s oonslderably larger thap 
Collingbourne's' estimate especially at large ucidence angles on extremely 
slender wings. Thu is 2ue to the higher lifting suction under the vortex 
which is found to continue beyond the pout at whxh the Mach number normal 
to the leadug edge reaches unity - confu-med visually by vapour screen 
photographs. An empirual formula relatug the vortex term to vang sweep 
angle, free stream Mach number and uoldence angle is derxved for wings 1n 
this range of slenderness. 

Values of k (the ratlo of measured surface static pressure coeffioient 
to that at vacuum conditions) as large as 0.91 were measured. In all cases 
the experuental values of k exceeded the value of 0.7 used by Colhngbourne. 

The lower surface normal force is as predicted by Collingbourne for 
the less slender wmg. However, It would appear that the method underestimates 
the force on very slender wmgs, and it 1s suggested that for these iv~n~s a 
value of the lower surface non-linear term be equal to the pltot pressure 

recovery coefflclent at the normal Mach number, be used. 

The slender body prediction for wing interference due to the bow 
aa recommended by NlelseniO is only good for mc~&+xxe angles below 10'. 
Above this angle the interference rapidly decreases beoomlng virtually zero 
by 250. 'The &npinoaliulethod! diecussed in Seotlon 7.3 fits the data best. 
It is also uterestug to note that any favourable body-on-Lang interference 
that exlsts is picked up on the wing upper surface rather than the lower 
surface. 

Integrated/ 
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Integrated forebody pressures agreed well with the data sheeta 
prediction. However the normal force on the parallel portion of the body 
meaauz-ed in the absence of the wings was slightly less than the estimate but 
when added to the wing-on-body interference term (using I$Y(Bj from Ref.lO) 

equalled the force measured on the parallel portion of the body when the 
wing wa8 present. This cbnfims the vuw put forward in Ref.8 that there 
is effectively no canoellat~on of body non-linear lift due to the wmgs. 
Figure 22 of thu note illustrates this fact directly. The Wang-on-body 
interference factor recommended by Nielsen gives reasonable results 
throughout the test range. 

An alternative empirical prediotlon method sue to Ortell is also 
discussed. This includes a tern for circular oylinder cross flow drag 
ooeffioient as the non-linear contribution and a somewhat arbitrary correction 
factor to the overall result based on a large amount of experimental data. 
Crude though it may be, this method predicts wing-alone forces and wing-body 
combination forces for the least slender wing more accurately than any other 
method studud. Agreement is not so good for the most slender wing. 

Notation/ 
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Notation 

coefficient of lineer term in wing normal force dcN 
( > z- 

aspect ratio 

ooefficient of non-linear term in wing normal force 

body defined in Ref.7 and Fig.18 

circular cylinder cross flow drag coefficient 

normal force coefficient 

II " 11 of body in presence of wing 

" n n of wing 

11 * " of wing in presence of body 

pressura coefficient 

pitot pressure coefficient 

mercury pressure reference 

ratio of maximum negative statio pressure ooeffioient -c to that 
%lx 

at vacuum conditions -c 
%A& 

interfereme factor for wing on body - theoretical ) (additional normal 
I, n 1, " " 11 

- =Perimentd 
1 

force on body due to 
preeenoe of wing)/ 

(normal form on 
isolated wing) 

II " body on wing - theoretical ) (normal force on wi 
" " 11 II 0 - experimental 

j 

in presence of 
(norm.1 force on 
isolated wing) 

Mach number 

Maoh number normal to leading edge = M200,2A + M2sin2 a .sin2A 

I 0 0 
(%)a = J( Y 00s A )’ + (Ma)L 

SB Body aroseaeotional area 

'B(w)/ 
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Planfom area of body between ,m.ngs 

" II " wing/body combination 

Net wLng reference area 

angle of incidence 

&T 

ratio of specific heats = 1.4 for air 

leading edge sweep angle 

wing semi apex angle = ~(2 - A 

pitch aogle of sting root 

roll angle 

Suffloas 

h hJp3l-SO~iO 

L loner susface 

T total 

u upper surface 

v vortex 
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FIG 2bbii) WING 8 UPPER SURFACE PRES!ZURE DlSTRlBlJTiOhJ M<4jo(=20* 
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FIG. 3c(vi) WING 8 LOWER SURFACE PRIZSURE DISlRIBUTm M=28 a=%’ 
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FIG 4a(iii)WlNG 1 UPPER SURFACE PRESSURE DlSTRlBUTloN Md0 a= 8’ 
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FIG. 5b(vi) WING 1 IDWER SURFACE PRESSURE CtSTRlBUTlm M=28 a=xf 
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FIG. Gabid BODY PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. M=2.0 o( = 20” 
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FIG. 7a. UPPER SURFACE NORMAL FORCE AGAINST INCIDENCE. 
WING 8 
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FIG.& M2CNu AGAINST Ma Mcxa WING 8. 
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FIG. 8b M2CNu AGAINST MaMocU- WING 1 
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FIG 9. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN k AND M. 



FIG lOa. UPPER SURFACE NON - LINEAR NORMAL FORCE 
AGAINST INCIDENCE WING 8 



FIG.lOb. UPPER SURFACE NON -LINEAR NORMAL FORCE 
AGAINST INCIDENCE. WING 1. 
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FIG. 12. Log,,(buIv AGAINST 6lN)s 
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FIG.13a. LOWER SURFACE NORMAL FORCE AGAINST INCIDENCE 
WING 8 



FIG13b LOWER SURFACE NORMAL FORCE AGAINST INCIDENCE 
WING 1 i 



FIG l4. LOWER SURFACE NON-LINEAR FACTOR b\ AGAINST r;lN 
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FIG.17a. NORMAL FORCE AGAINST INCIDENCE WING 8 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND THEORY 

. 
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FIG 17b. NORMAL FORCE AGAINST INCIDENCE WING 1 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND THEORY 
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FIG. 19a. COMPARISON WITH BALANCE MEASUREMENTS 
WING8 ON BODY 
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FIG. 196. COMPARISON WITH BALANCE MEASUREMENTS 
WING 1 ON BODY 
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FIG 20a INTERFERENCE FROM EIODY ON WING 8 
CDMPARISDN OF EXPERIMENT AND THEORY 



FIG 2Ob. INTERFERENCE FROM BODY ON WING 1 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND THEORY 
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FIG. %a. NORMAL FORCE ON WING 8 IN PRESENCE OF KDY 

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT WITH ‘EMPIRICAL METHOD. 
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FIG. 24b. NoRMAL FORCE ON WING 1 IN PRESENCE OF BODY 

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT WITH EMPlRlCAL METHOR 



FIG.25a NORMAL FORCE FOR WING 8 AND PARALLEL BODY 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND THEORY. 



FIGJ!jb.NORMAL FORCE FOR WING 1 AND PARALLEL BODY 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND THEORY 
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FIG 26. BREAKDOWN OF NORMAL FORCE ON COMPLETE 
CQNFIGURATION WING 8 ON Bow M = 28 o(= 20’ 
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As a contribution to the PAZ study on guided weapons, 
this report deels wilth pressure plotting results on an 
axlsymetrx body and two very slender wings tested m 
lsola'wan and as mng-body combblnations up to very hqh 
l.ncrdence at supersolllc speeds. 

It has been possible to isolate the contrlbutwns to 
the overall now1 force made by the wing upper surface, 
vung lower surface, forebody, cylu&?cal body and the 
mutual wing-body xnterference. Xach Iten has been 
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RZSULTS AIZ AKALYSIS OF PlESSUlE I~~ASURZ!>;il~S ON '&O 
ISOL4XD SUIIDa'R WDJGZ Ai,Q SLE;UR r,ING-BODY COMBIiiATIOliS 

AT SKJXRSOKIC SPZZDS 

As a contribution to the RAZ study on guided weapons, 
tlls report deals with pressure plottxg results on an 
ams~etnc body and two very slender win;s tested in 
isolatux and es wug-body combxnatlons up to very hqh 
lncd.ence at supersoluc speeds. 

It has been possible to xolete the contributions to 
the overell normal force made by the vrlng upper surface, 
nine lower surface, forebody, cylindrical body and the 
nutual vilng-body znterference. Each lten has been 
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RXJJLTS ANE ANALYSIS OF PKZSSUM I,EASUX'K,2NTS O!: TJO 
IjOIJiUD SI&IiDJR ,,I;:CS AK3 SL-:!3Z JING-BODY CO1~Il!A'~IOIJ~ 

A? SlJFL?SOiXC SPEEDS 

As a contrlbutwn to the RKE study on guided weapons, 
this report deals with pressure plotting results on an 
axlsymmetnc body and two very slender vangs tested in 
lsolatlon and as lung-body comblnatlons up to very tigh 
incidence at supersornc speeds. 

It has been posslblc to isolate the contrlbutlons to 
the overall norwl fort s nadc by the wiry upper surface, 
vilng lover surface, forebody, cylu&rxel body and the 
mutual unrig-body interference. Each item hzs been 



co,.pzred bith thecretlcal and e7'plnczl pleiilctlon 
metnods currently avalzble. ,h4n~flcant dIffercnces 
between tbeoq and prnctlse vere tiscovered, iart~cularly 
for the most slender i.mg, at hl;h ?ltch an&?s. 

The vortex ~miuced lift on the :nn~ upper surface 
continues "2 to very hlzh mcldenccs especmlly on the 
most slender aulg, 51th much hlzher suctions than had 
been preticted. Kew values of k, the lmxtln& suction 
level, ers progosea and en e~~;m~cal formula relatmg zho 
upper surface normal force to ,:a& number, le~dmi; edie 
sweep sn&z and pitch angle 1s sug$sted for the ran:s of 
these FartlCUlar wln~s. 

Body mterference on the xlng fzlls off rapidly ebove 
about IO0 but there is nc loss of non-line&r lift on the 
body due to the presence of the nm~s. 

aoaf 1nterfarence on Lhe ,,m; fells Off rap1a1y above 
zbout IO' but th.zle 15 no loss of non-lmear lift on the 
bow duo to the presence of the wilngs. 

B&y mterference on the :nn: falls off ra@ly above 
about ,O" but there 15 no loss of non-l~neer lift on the 
body due to the presence of the wings. 
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